FGBNU “VNII konevodstva” invites you to participate in the international scientific-practical conference “Modern achievements and current problems in horse breeding”.

The conference will be held on 14-15 of June, 2019, in VNII konevodstva, p. Divovo, Rybnoe district, Ryazan region.

Within the frame work of the conference it is planned to hear and to discuss scientific aspects and practical problems concerning with the development of horse breeding in the Russian Federation and other countries.

During the conference the annual equestrian festival for Evpatiy Kolovrat Cupwill be held.

Before the conference it is planned publication of the collection of scientific articles with the assignment ISBN and indexed in RINTS

Applications for participation and materials for publication are taken till April 15, 2019.

Publication is free of charge. Cost per copy of one collection is 300 rubles including VAT.

Requirement for registration of application and article is given below. Extended articles may be published in journal “Konevodstvo  I Konny sport” (included in the list of peer-reviewed journals in which the main scientific results of theses for the degree of candidate of Science and doctor of Science should be published).

This letter is the official invitation to the conference.

If you can’t attend the event personally the organizing Committee asks to distribute the letter to all interested persons.

For participation it is necessary to apply late than April 15, 2019 in the given form.

Form of application

1 Name, surname and middle name of the speaker
2 Academic degree and title
3 Place of work and position
4 Full name of organization
5 Address, phone, fax, e-mail (for correspondence)
6 Theme of the report
7 Form of participation (full time, part time)
8 Collection (need, not need, number of copies)
9 For post graduate students and applicants it is necessary review of the article signed by Candidate or Doctor of Science on the theme of publication
10 Date and signature
Requirements to registration of the article

It is accepted articles of two – eight pages or more, both individually and by a team of authors.

Articles are typed in editor Microsoft WORD (file extension - .rtf or .doc) with the following installations: top margins – 2 sm, bottom margins – 2 sm, left margins – 2 sm, right margins – 2,5 sm. Style is normal. Line interval is single, alignment mode is in width, automatic transfer. Font is Times New Roman Cyr, size 14 (for the main text), 12-for additional text (tables, list of literature, etc.). The names of figures and tables are also formed by font Times New Roman, size 12.

Tables should be done in WORD. Figures, diagrams and graphs should be black and white, barcode, without half-tones and shading. Name and number of figures are specified under figures in the middle. In figures it is necessary to provide 1,5 fold reduction. Additionally figures are presented in special files in one of the following formats:.jpeg, .tiff.

Files should be named on the surname of the first author.

The name of the article is printed in capital letters, bold font, center alignment.

Lower through one interval in italics it is printed author’s surname and initials (left alignment). Then hyphen academic degree and title, position (it should be mentioned department, laboratory). Then it is mentioned the name of organization. Then through one interval it is given summary, key words and the article itself.

References to the literature should be in square brackets.

ATTENTION! The list of literature is necessarily. The list of literature is done in alphabetic order with GOST 7.1-2013.

Not allowed:

- pagination
- using sparse or compacted inter-letter spacing.

Articles design in violation of the requirements won’t be considered and published.

We kindly ask you to check the files for viruses before sending. The electronic version of the materials should be sent on the e-mail address of the organizing Committee of the conference, the letter must attach a confirmation of payment.

Organization Committee:

Kalashnikova Tatyana Valerievna, main scientific worker, chairman of council of young scientists VNIKonevodstva,

t_kalash81@mail.ru